Postmodernism: A Bibliography.
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-----------------------------Postmodernism and Judaism-----------------------------


---Postmodernism and Christianity---


**Contents**: Husserl's critique of relativism -- Self-referential inconsistency -- The argument from disagreement -- Sartre's defense of truth -- Truth in ethics and politics: Sartre vs. Rorty - What is objectivity?: Sartre versus the journalists -- The anti-truth squad -- The limitations of rationality and science?: Noam Chomsky, O.J. Simpson, and Alan Sokal -- Chomsky, political correctness, and the politics of truth.


**Contents**: Introduction: The advent of Postmodernism -- The dark side of absolute truth -- The ecumenical imperative -- Foundational realism -- Post-foundational realism -- Post-foundational antirealism -- Post-foundational middle distance realism -- Absolute truth revisited -- What now? -- Conclusion: Postmodernism and the Church in context.


**Contents**: Iglesia y posmodernidad / In Sik Hong -- Pathos y apatía en el "fin de la historia" / Egardo Moffat -- La ética en la posmodernidad / Daniel Tomasini -- Balance teológico de la posmodernidad / Nancy Bedford.


MEEK, Esther Lightcap. *Longing to Know: The Philosophy of Knowledge for Ordinary People.*
Contents: Knowing ... -- ... is the responsible human struggle ... -- ... to rely on clues ... -- ... to focus on a coherent pattern and submit to its reality ... -- Loving the longing -- Known by God.
Summary: This book is especially written for those struggling with Postmodernism, those in the transition from adolescence into adulthood, and those seeking truth and considering Christianity.

Contents: Theology and science: where are we? -- Scientific research and the Christian faith -- The terror of time -- God as the future of cosmic creativity -- *David Bohm, Postmodernism and the divine* -- Exotheology: speculation on extraterrestrial life -- Genetics and genethics -- Cloning shock -- The stem-cell debate -- Designer children -- Multiple choice in baby making -- Playing God and germline intervention -- Coevolution: pain or promise? -- Whole and part: the tension between the common good and individual freedom -- Not in my backyard: the waste-disposal crisis -- Wholeness in salvation and healing -- The physical body of immortality.


Contents: Introduction: Losing my religion / Richard Tiplady -- pt. 1. Shiny happy people (Who do Generation Xers think they are?). So like, what's with these Xers, man? / Bevan Herangi -- I still haven't found what I'm looking for: why do Generation X struggle to find a place in mission agencies? / Peter Stephenson, Joanne Goode and Carolyn Cole -- How to herd cats: leading generation X / Peter Stephenson -- Top dog: Generation X as leaders / Rob Hay -- pt. 2. The end of the world as we know it (That says it all, really). Postmodernism is not the antichrist / Paula Harris -- Is a 'postmodern organization' an oxymoron? / Richard Tiplady -- pt. 3. Man on the moon (How do we achieve the impossible?). We are family: creating good intergenerational relationships in organizations / Sarah Hay -- Don't throw the baby out with the bath water: changing an organization's culture / Rob Hay -- Where do we go from here? / Bill and Ivonne Taylor -- Afterword <www.postmission.com>: the postmission debate continues / Peter Stephenson.
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